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Canada and the United States 1407
Will Rogers, the comic hero, demonstrated pride in his
Cherokee heritage. Charlie Chan revealed Asian wis-

of New Mexico Press. 1999. Pp. xv, 279. Cloth $45.00,
paper $19.95.

dom when unraveling complicated crime mysteries.
May discovers new pressures for consensus in the

James J. Lorence's book is a lively account, not just of

postwar period but argues that some filmmakers em-

government and film industry opposition to the pro-

ployed more indirect and subtle ways to raise questions

labor movie Salt of the Earth (1954), but of a rich

about social conditions. Directors such as John Huston
and Billy Wilder challenged the values of consensus
culture in films that sympathized with the criminal or
vamp "antihero" (p. 222). Also, actors such as James

collaboration between mine workers and culture work-

Dean and Marlon Brando portrayed resistance to

ways that made it controversial beyond its production

suburban society and enthusiasm for working-class

by Communists and Communist sympathizers. The

ers. A dramatization of the 1950 Empire Zinc strike
among Mexican-American workers in Grant County,
New Mexico, Salt of the Earth broke new ground in

culture. Marilyn Monroe demonstrated feminine resis-

Independent Productions Corporation (IPC), a brain-

tance to control by men. These portrayals helped to

child of leftist filmmakers Herbert Biberman, Paul

keep Hollywood's critical spirit alive and ready for

Jarrico, Michael Wilson, and Los Angeles theater

more active demonstration in the 1960s.

owner Simon Lazarus, attempted to work outside the

At several points in the analysis, May associates
Hollywood's conservative, consensus-oriented themes

business framework wherein a very few men decided

Hollywood system to break the blacklist and reform a

with Cold War pressures, but this connection is stated
rather than demonstrated. Borrowing concepts from

what films could be made and shown. By throwing

Elaine Tyler May's important cultural critique, Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era
(1988), May suggests that Hollywood's postwar emphasis on suburban homes and family life reflects a
response to Cold War conditions. Anticommunist cru-

Mill and Steel Workers (Mine-Mill), expelled from the

itself behind the film, the International Union of Mine

Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) in 1950 for
refusing to purge alleged Communists, also expanded

the notion of how labor could fight its battles. Salt of
the Earth spoke a Mexican-American, feminist, work-

sading provided legitimacy for "a new Americanism
rooted in big business, class consensus, and consumer

ing-class truth to a racist, pro-business labor establish-

democracy," writes May. Movies supported this outlook, "creating the basis for a new Cold War culture
and ideology" (p. 180). In view of the evidence accru-

fight for its membership without the CIO.

ing since the end of the Cold War, it appears that May
is reading a great deal of political meaning into
cultural phenomena. The Cold War is no longer on the
radar screen of the American people's concerns, yet
enthusiasm for big business, class consensus, and consumer democracy is abundantly evident. Expressions

the International Alliance of Theater and Stage Employees (IATSE), which forbade its projectionists to

ment and proclaimed Mine-Mill's determination to

Ironically, Salt of the Earth's suppression was implemented by powerful Hollywood unions, particularly

show the film. Officially and unofficially, IATSE locals
withdrew their support, presenting for the IPC ironic
prospect of making, and showing, a pro-union film with
scab labor. Day by day, the film makers invented

of this outlook made in the 1950s may have been less

solutions to this problem. When production unions

directly associated with the Cold War than May imag-

forbade members to work for IPC, Mine-Mill stepped

ines.

forward with union cards for independent technicians.
Film refused by union labs in the United States was

Overall, this book is a provocative social history of
Hollywood's influence in American life from the 1930s
to the 1950s. May argues persuasively that movies in
the period offered a good deal of tough criticism of
economic and social conditions in U.S. society. He
supports his argument with many fascinating photographs that relate directly to interpretations presented
in the text, and he communicates in language that is
free of the arcane jargon found in much of the
literature on cinema. May challenges us to engage in
some serious rethinking about Hollywood's impact on
American society in the middle of the twentieth cen-

shipped abroad or finished under false names. IPC

employed blacklisted actors, as well as Mine-Mill
workers, to star in the film. Independent theater
owners, either because they believed in free speech or
saw profits in a new type of fiLm, arranged a few

showings. By acting on their right to free speech, IPC
and Mine-Mill showed that red-baiting was a collaboration between the federal government and powerful
union and industry executives, not film community
consensus.

Lorence's research (thirty-two archives in twelve
states, as well as interviews, government records, and

tury.
ROBERT BRENT TOPLIN

University of North Carolina,
Wilmington

JAMES J. LORENCE. The Suppression of Salt of the Earth:
How Hollywood, Big Labor, and Politicians Blacklisted a

Movie in Cold War America. Albuquerque: University
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published primary sources) illustrates the network of
government agencies, film industry executives, and
anticommunist union officials that mobilized to suppress this radical film. For this alone, and for the
clarity of his presentation, this book is a model: rather
than simply demonstrating the fact of red-baiting and
its effects, Lorence shows how many collaborators
were mobilized, and what was at stake for each.
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Despite overwhelming odds, IPC found ways to pro-

in jeopardy and in many cases already gone; even

duce and show its film. Ultimately, the investors took a

worse, no one remembers them any longer for the

financial beating, and they conceded defeat in 1956

victories they really were.

after repeated litigations resulted in fewer than twenty

Metzgar's book is part memoir, taking us through

openings. The film itself survived, however, and its

the arc of the author's life growing up in Johnstown,

intermittent appearances made it an important cul-

Pennsylvania, a steel town, and then leaving it to join

tural touchstone for the student left and a growing civil

the professional middle class. It is also part family

rights movement.

history, as Metzgar provides a touching portrait of his

This book is an important contribution to the history

father, warts and all, and through him a picture of

of film, the blacklist, civil rights, and the postwar labor

trade union consciousness and shopfloor culture as it

movement. The suppression of Salt of the Earth was

was lived in the 1950s. These personal reminiscences

urgent to a variety of powerful interests, in part

are organized around the 1959 steel strike, which acts

because it revealed the hypocrisies of a democracy
committed to profit making over social justice. By

as the pivot for the book. In 1959, the steelworkers
went on strike for 116 days to defend (successfully)

showing the range of connection and disconnection

gains they had won in previous contracts. Not only has

between the film's backers and the Communist Party,

this momentous strike been neglected, Metzgar com-

Lorence has contributed a concrete case study to the

plains, but even worse, when the strike is considered,

history of McCarthyism, a field that is beginning to

the victory that the steelworkers union achieved is

account for the histories of American Communists,

either ridiculed or denied altogether.

their political agendas, and the alliances they forged

Metzgar writes straight from the heart and is un-

outside the party. People of principle on the left

sparingly acute in his perceptions of his father and of

occasionally did win important battles against great

the shopfloor and union world he came from. This

odds. If IPC did not survive Salt of the Earth, Mine-

injects his prose with passion and insight. But Metzgar

Mill did: despite red-baiting, it remained an indepen-

is after bigger game than simply reminiscing. He is

dent union until 1967, under Mexican-American lead-

puzzled and hurt about how the labor history of the

ership, a lonely but consistent champion of civil rights.

postwar period has been handled, which is so at odds

The book's only gap is that, while it tells the story of

with what he saw growing up and learned from his

the actual strike, it does not provide a plot summary of,

father. Far from some kind of postwar accord or

the film itself, which revolved around a Chicana lead;

settlement between labor and capital, the 1950s, he

thus it becomes harder to grasp the feminist message

argues, was a decade filled with strikes and industrial

in Salt of the Earth and the nature of its connection to

conflict. Far from seeing grievance procedures as

a specifically Mexican-American narrative. This is eas-

dampening shopfloor militancy, they protected work-

ily remedied, however. The movie has been in redis-

ers from the arbitrary power of managers. Far from

tribution since 1965, most recently by Turner Movie

being deradicalized, unions were now organizationally

Classics, and can be purchased in video. Both the book

strong enough to challenge management over the long

and the movie will have particular appeal for and
relevance to a new generation of students who are
reengaging with the labor movement on a campus-

wide, national, and international level and who will
resonate to its complex and courageous story.
CLAIRE B. POTTER

Wesleyan University
JACK METZGAR. Striking Steel: Solidarity Remembered.
(Critical Perspectives on the Past.) Philadelphia: Tem-ple University Press. 2000. Pp. viii, 264 pages. Cloth

haul and win. The prevailing wisdom regarding post-

war labor history is already giving way to the kind of
critique Metzgar offers. His book will provide further
ammunition to the reassessment that is occurring.
This is a personal book of recovery, of coming to
final accounts with his father and with a working class
world that the author, now a university professor, is no
longer a part of. Readers in search of a definitive
account of the steel strikes of 1949, 1952, 1955, 1956,

and 1959, or of the rise and fall of the steel industry,
will have to look elsewhere.
Metzgar has surprisingly little to say about the

$69.50, paper $22.95

nature of the occupational community in which he

This is an evocative, poignant book, sentimental and

grew up, of social life in Johnstown. The book moves

perceptive at the same time. It is about the politics of
memory. Jack Metzgar attributes the postwar affluence

from the Metzgar residence to U.S. Steel where his
father worked, with little attention to the street and

he and his family enjoyed to the power of the steel-

community life in between. Finally, Metzgar offers a

workers union and is surprised that so few today give

surprising answer to the puzzle of why the working-

credit to unions for the improvements that his family

class victories of the 1950s fell down the memory hole.

and others like it experienced in the 1950s and 1960s.

He attributes blame for forgetfullness to "the profes-

The weekend, health insurance, vacations, good wages,

sional middle class because we're the class that pro-

pensions, and a modicum of respect and dignity at

duces the national culture" (p. 156). According to

work were remarkable achievements that had to be

Metzgar, this class's narcissism made the working class

fought for and won in collective bargaining, on the

invisible by merging it into itself. Not only does this
explanation deny the diversity of the national culture

shopfloor, and on picket lines. But now, these gains are
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